GRADUATE FIRE ENGINEER (AVAILABLE 2020)

Position Openings/Position Number:
- LOS0000DT
- SAN0000GM
- BOS0000SN

Apply on www.goarup.com

During your career at Arup, you’ll have the chance to engage in a fulfilling career and work with some of the most highly respected engineers and specialists in the world. You’ll also get the opportunity to work on exciting and significant projects, delivering quality work that has a positive and lasting influence on the community and the environment.

Responsibilities of this specific role will include, but not be limited to the following:
- Develop portions of fire and life safety strategies
- Complete conceptual emergency evacuation and smoke management calculations
- Review drawings for conformance to the fire and life safety strategy
- Assist with the development of fire alarm and suppression systems design
- Assist with the development of fire and evacuation simulations
- Assist with the development of structural fire calculations
- Assist senior engineers to help clients to incorporate fire and life safety strategy concepts into the design
- Attend meetings and learn from listening, asking questions and discussion

Qualifications

Required:
- Bachelor Degree in Fire Protection or other related degree
- 3.0 GPA or higher
- Professional demeanor
- Excellent written and verbal communication skills
- Skills in planning and organizing
- Attitude of taking initiative, enthusiasm, eagerness to learn
- Candidate must not require sponsorship, now or in the future to be considered for this role

Preferred:
- Master’s Degree in Fire Protection
- Coursework in Fire Dynamics, Evaluation, Building Codes, and Fire Protection Systems
- Internship experience with a design firm
- Experience with Computational Fluid Dynamics simulation software (Fire Dynamics Simulator, Fluent, or others) or evacuation software
- Proven ability to perform in a deadline environment
- Past history of technical presentations and technical writing
- Evidence of personal investment in academic or extracurricular field
GRADUATE FIRE ENGINEER (AVAILABLE 2020)

Notable Projects
Arup is the creative force at the heart of many of the world's most prominent projects across our industry. We offer a broad range of professional services to clients around the world that combine to make a real difference to our clients and the communities in which we work.

- U.S. Air Force Memorial
- U.S. Coast Guard Headquarters
- The Chrysalis
- Dulles International Airport Expansion
- John F. Kennedy Center for the Arts Expansion

Benefits
Upon joining Arup your journey is likely to be varied and rewarding, giving you the opportunity to make a positive difference in the world. Outlined below are a few of the benefits Arup has to offer you as a FT employee of the firm:

- Global Profit Share - paid out bi-annually
- Personal Health Insurance
- 401(k) - with a dollar for dollar company match up to 10%
- Paid Time Off (PTO)
- Tuition reimbursement
- Professional Membership and Certification reimbursement
- Short Term and Long Term Assignment Career Opportunities around the Globe

Arup is an equal opportunity employer committed to a diverse and inclusive work environment where our people are encouraged to thrive.